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In this paper a systematic study of Markov dilations is begun for completely 
positive operators on W*-algebras which leave a faithful normal state invariant. It 
is shown that a minimal Markov dilation preserves important properties of the 
underlying completely positive operator. Afterwards some results are proved con- 
cerning the construction of dilations which lead to Markov dilations for large 
classes of operators. Finally some of the ideas developed here are applied to the 
study of a simple example over the 2 x 2 matrices. e 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
There are at least three motivations for developing a dilation theory for 
completely positive operators on IV*-algebras: the theory of unitary 
dilations of contractions on a Hilbert space, the theory of stationary 
stochastic processes, and the theory of irreversible dynamics in physics. 
The theory of unitary dilations was initiated by B. Sz.-Nagy in 1953. 
Afterwards it developed rapidly through the work of Sz.-Nagy, Foias, and 
many others, to become one of the most useful tools for attacking problems 
concerning nonnormal operators on Hilbert space (cf. [29]). This success 
suggests that a dilation theory for completely positive operators might be 
useful for a systematic study of such operators. 
In the theory of stochastic processes the construction of a stationary 
Markov process from a Markov kernel with invariant probability measure 
forms an important tool. Considering the IV*-algebra L”(X, I*) instead of 
the probability space (X, /.J) one can describe a kernel on (X, p) by an iden- 
tity-preserving positive operator T on L”(X, p) such that p, interpreted as 
a state on L”(X, p), is left invariant. From this point of view the construc- 
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tion of a stationary Markov process from the kernel appears as a dilation 
for the operator T. 
If we substitute the commutative W*-algebra L”(X, p) with state p by 
an arbitrary W*-algebra d with faithful normal state cp then the pair 
(&‘, cp) is a model for a noncommutative probability theory as it is used for 
the description of quantum phenomena. As a “noncommutative Markov 
kernel” one might take a completely positive identity-preserving operator 
on & and the construction of a dilation can be regarded as constructing a 
“noncommutative Markov process” (cf. [ 1 I). Thus our paper might also 
be viewed as a contribution to a theory of noncommutative stochastic 
processes. 
There is another more physical interpretation of a dilation that has been 
fostered by Emch (cf. [6] and the references therein) and Lewis (see, e.g., 
[21]): The basic laws in physics are reversible, i.e., they remain unchanged 
under a change of the direction of time. In order to describe a physical 
system which behaves irreversibly in time one often assumes the existence 
of some larger reversible physical system such that the irreversible 
evolution of the given system is obtained by coarse-graining of the rever- 
sible evolution, i.e., by restricting the observation to the smaller system. 
Thus the larger system is composed of the irreversible system and a so- 
called heat bath. 
Mathematically this situation is described as follows: A dynamical 
system as defined in Chapter 1 corresponds to the irreversible system, the 
reversible dynamical system obtained by its dilation to the compound 
system, and finally the conditional expectation to the coarse-graining. A 
somewhat different physical interpretation of a dilation has been given in 
WI. 
As we indicated above, dilations of completely positive operators on C*- 
algebras were first studied in the context of stochastic processes. Here the 
construction is generally known as the Kolmogorov-Daniel1 construction 
of a Markov process from its transition probabilities. If the C*-algebra is 
noncommutative, Evans, Lewis, and Davies constructed and investigated 
dilations for every family of completely positive identity preserving 
operators which is indexed by a locally compact group ([9, 11,3]; see also 
the review in [12]). However, it is known from the theory of stochastic 
processes that in order to obtain a close relationship between an operator 
and its dilation it seems necessary that the operator have a faithful 
invariant state which is respected by the dilation. In [8] it is shown that 
the construction mentioned above does not preserve invariant states 
whenever the operators are not injective *-homomorphisms. Thus we are 
faced with the problem to construct and investigate dilations respecting 
some faithful state. If the algebra is commutative, the Kolmogorov-Daniel1 
construction preserves invariant states and leads to a Markov dilation in 
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the sense of our Definitions 2.1.1, 2.2.4 for each identity preserving (com- 
pletely) positive operator on a commutative W*-algebra which has an 
invariant faithful normal state. In [ 131 a functional analytic treatment of 
this construction is given. Moreover, subject to the Markov condition this 
dilation is essentially unique and the mixing properties (cf. 3.1.1) of the 
operator are reflected by the mixing properties of its dilation as is shown in 
[13]. Turning to noncommutative W*-algebras the situation seems to be 
much more complicated. 
Several attempts to carry over the Kolmogorov-Daniel1 construction to 
the noncommutative situation led to partial solutions which are not 
dilations in the full sense of Definition 2.1.1 [6, 341. The only known exam- 
ples of Markov dilations over noncommutative W*-algebras arise from the 
unitary dilation for a contraction on a Hilbert space which can be used to 
obtain a dilation of a quasi-free completely positive operator on an algebra 
of commutation relations. This has been done for the algebra of canonical 
commutation relations (CCR) in [7] while the case of canonical anticom- 
mutation relations (CAR) has been treated in [lo]. For a review of these 
constructions we refer to [ 121. In [ 11 Markov dilations were constructed 
for unitary perturbations of quasi-free completely positive operators. In 
[32, 331 Varilly established a dilation of a nonquasi-free operator on the 
2 x 2 matrices. This dilation violates the Markov property (Definition 2.2.4) 
and does not inherit any mixing properties from the original operator. In 
[19] we constructed an alternative dilation for the same operator which 
does satisfy the Markov property. 
The dilation of Varilly may be viewed as a hint that a Markov property 
like Definition 2.2.4 is indispensible in order to find a satisfactory 
relationship between an operator and its dilation. 
In the present paper we study some relationships between an operator 
and its dilation and develop methods for the construction of a dilation. In 
order to obtain a unified treatment we concentrate on the discrete 
situation, i.e., we consider a single operator instead of a continuous l- 
parameter semigroup of operators. While the general results also remain 
true in the continuous situation, the results concerning the construction of 
dilations depend on the assumed discreteness. However, the construction of 
a continuous dilation in [ 161 may be viewed as an analogue of our discrete 
construction. 
Let us now briefly summarize the content of this paper. Chapter 1 serves 
to introduce our notation and to review some results needed in the sequel. 
In Chapter 2 we establish some elementary properties of dilations and find 
a nontrivial necessary condition for the existence of a dilation (cf. 2.1.8). In 
2.2 we introduce the Markov property which implies close relations 
between an operator and its dilation. As a first application we determine in 
2.3 the factor type of the W*-algebra of a dilation. In Chapter 3 we show 
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that the Markov property leads to a complete analogy in asymptotic 
behaviour between the operator and its dilation. In 3.1 we show that the 
process of dilating does not change mixing properties. After having 
introduced the concept of an asymptotically automorphic operator we 
prove a theorem (see Theorem 3.2.7) which might be considered as an 
analogue of results concerning the residual part of a unitary dilation. As a 
consequence we obtain a criterion for a dilation to satisfy the axioms of a 
W*-K-system. 
In Chapter 4 we turn to the construction of Markov dilations. After 
some elementary remarks in 4.1 we show in Theorem 4.2.1 how under a 
suitable condition a dilation of first order can canonically be extended to a 
Markov dilation. In many cases this reduces the construction of a dilation 
to finding a dilation of first order. As an application we obtain results on 
the composition of dilations (cf. Propositions 4.3.14.3.3) which can be 
used to construct dilations for many completely positive operators (cf. 
4.3.5-4.3.10). 
In Chapter 5 we apply some of our results to a class of operators on the 
2 x 2 matrices for which no Markov dilations have been constructed so far. 
Examples show that various results of the classical dilation theory cannot 
be extended to the W*-algebraic framework. In Theorem 5.10 we obtain a 
complete description of all dilations of first order of these operators. 
The present paper is a revised version of [15]. Some results have been 
announced at the VII Timisoara Conference on Operator Theory (1982) 
and appeared in the proceedings of this conference. 
Finally 1 would like to express my gratitude to Professor G. G. Emch for 
inspiring discussions which initiated my interest in these questions. Thanks 
are also due to the C*-group at the Tiibingen University, especially to 
Wolfgang Schroder, for constant interest in the progress of this work. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Consider a W*-algebra d with predual z&. We denote by .d + the 
positive cone of LZJ. On the W*-algebra ,01’ beside the norm topology we 
consider the weak* topology a(&, &*) and the strong topology s(A?, &‘*). 
Moreover, if rp is a fixed faithful normal state on .d, then XI--+ ‘p(x* . x)“’ is 
a norm on ~2 which we denote by Yq. 
By Y(&, a) we denote the vector space of all bounded linear operators 
from the W*-algebra d into the W*-algebra B. For L?(&, JXZ) we write 
T(d) and the identity on LZJ will be denoted by Id,, or Id, for short. If 
TE L?(&‘, a) is weak*-weak*-continuous, we say that T is normal and 
denote its preadjoint by T,. 
Given some topology 5 on d we consider the pointwise F-topology on 
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Z(d) which is defined as the topology of pointwise convergence on 
(,&, F). Throughout the following we will be concerned with objects 
(d, rp), where SQ is a W*-algebra and cp is a faithful normal state on .d. 
Given two objects (AX?‘, cp) and (8, $) we call TE LZ(&‘, g) a morphism of 
(d, cp) into (B, $), if T is a completely positive identity preserving 
operator such that q(x) = $( TX) for all x E ,B?. It follows that T is normal. 
We denote this situation by writing T: (&‘, cp) --f (99, $). If (98, II/) = (LZJ’, cp) 
we say that T is a morphism of (~22, cp) or that (,c9, cp, T) is a dynamical 
system. If, in addition, T is a *-automorphism we call T an automorphism 
of (d, cp) and (&‘, cp, T) a reversible dynamical system. 
If P is a morphism of (&, cp) into (69, I/J) such that there exists an injec- 
tive *-homomorphism i: (B’, IJ) --f (LA!, cp) with PO i = Id, we call P a con- 
ditional expectation of (~2, cp) onto (99, II/). The *-isomorphism i is uniquely 
determined and we call it the injection corresponding to P. 
If 9 is a W*-subalgebra of ~2 and Ic/ = cp Id, we may identify (B, $) with 
(i(B), cp liCa)) and P with io P. We describe such a situation by saying that 
P is a conditional expectation of (~4, cp) onto the s&algebra 98. If 
P: (&, cp) + (B’, $) is a conditional expectation with corresponding injec- 
tion i then io P is a normal conditional expectation of (A$‘, cp) onto the sub- 
algebra i(g) in the usual sense. 
Now consider a dynamical system (~2, cp, T). In [IS] we proved that T 
is weak* mean ergodic. Moreover, the fixed space of T is a W*-subalgebra 
98 of d and there exists a conditional expectation (2 of (~2, cp) onto 98 
which we call the mean ergodic projection of T. Furthermore, the following 
conditions are equivalent ([ 14, 171): 
(a) T commutes with the modular automorphism group 0,” of 
(d> so). 
(b) There exists a dynamical system (d, cp, Tf ) characterized by 
cp(x. T(y)) = cp(T+(x).y) for all x, ye&‘. 
If T satisfies the above conditions we call T+ the cp-aa’joint of T. In this 
case T’ has a cp-adjoint and (T+ )’ = T. If T is an automorphism of 
(&‘, 9) or a conditional expectation onto a subalgebra then T has a C+P 
adjoint and one easily sees that T+ = T-’ (resp. T+ = T). 
2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF DILATIONS 
2.1. Definitions and First Consequences 
We start with the definition of a dilation which forms the basis of the 
present paper. 
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2.1.1. DEFINITION. Let (-01, cp, T) be a dynamical system. We call the 
quadruple (2, 4, ?; P) a dilation of (-01, cp, T), if (J& 4, p) is a reversible 
dynamical system and P is a conditional expectation of (z$ $5) onto (&, cp) 
with corresponding injection i such that the diagram 
commutes for all n E N u (0). If this diagram commutes only for n = 0, 1 
then we call (2, 4, ?; P) a dilation of first order of (&‘, cp, T). 
An abstract categorial definition of a dilation can be found in [15]. It 
seems to cover all known versions of dilations in various fields of 
mathematics. Throughout this chapter we assume that (d, rp, 7’) is a 
dynamical system. 
2.1.2. Notation. (i) Let g be a W*-algebra and let {@@ : c( E A } be a 
family of W*-subalgebras of 99. Then we denote by Vors,., 5@a the W*-sub- 
algebra of g generated by the algebras {SJa :a E A }. 
(ii) Let (~38, 4 F’; P) be a dilation (of first order) of (&‘, cp, T). For 
k E H we define the *-isomorphism ik:= p 0 i of (&‘, cp) into (J& 4). For 
any subset I of Z we put s?,:= VkE,ik(&). If I= {n,,..., nk} we will 
sometimes write sQn,,,,.,nk i stead of &,. If for some k E Z, Z is given by 
{ 1 E H: 1 <k} (resp. { 1 E E: 1 2 k}), we will write dk, (resp. &‘t,) instead of 
&, If k, < k2 we write J&,,~~, for & ,,.,,, k2. 
2.1.3. LEMMA. Zf (2, 4, p; P) is a dilation (offirst order) of (~4, cp, T), 
then for ZC Z there exists a conditional expectation P, from (d, 4) onto the 
subalgebra &,. 
Proof: By Takesaki’s theorem on conditional expectations [31], 
z’(d) = do is globally invariant under the modular automorphism group ef 
of (d, 4). Since p commutes with @ and p(&) = &k for k E Z it follows 
that &, is globally invariant under C, . q This implies the existence of a con- 
ditional expectation P, of (d, 4) onto (J&‘, cp). 
2.1.4. Remark. Let (d, 4, f; P) be a dilation of (&‘, cp, T). 
(i) For JsZ,kEE,put Z+k:= {m+k:mEZ}. Then Pl+k= 
Pk*o P,o F-k. 
(ii) For n E N, (d, c$, p”; P) is a dilation of the dynamical system 
Cd, 0, T”). 
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2.1.5. DEFTNITION. We call a dilation (sz?, 4, f; P) of (&‘, cp, T) minimal 
if d= ~2~. 
2.1.6. Remark. Suppose that (JZ?, 4, f; P) is a dilation of (a, rp, T). 
Then z& is globally invariant under F and (J&, @I+, PI + ; PI +) is a 
minimal dilation of (&, q, T). 
The usefulness of the minimality condition depends on the following 
observation. 
2.1.7. LEMMA. Assume that (sz?, 4, F’; P) is a minimal dilation of 
(d, cp, 0. 
(i) U,, N SC&,,~, is a weak*-dense *-subalgebra of d. 
(ii) Define XI& := (P,),s4,for ZEZ; then UneN&&n,nI is a norm 
dense subspace of d *. 
The assertion (i) is immediate from the definition of minimality while (ii) 
follows from (i). 
We now present an important necessary condition for the existence of a 
dilation which has been found also in [32]. 
2.1.8. PROPOSITION. Let (d, rp, T) be a dynamical system which 
possesses a dilation (dA, 4, p; P). Then T has a cp-adjoint T+ and 
(d, 4, f- ‘; P) is a dilation of (d, cp, T+ ). 
Proof. For x, y E d, n E N we obtain 
4$x. TY) = @(i(x). i( 
=4(i(x).P,FP,i(y)) 
= @(PO FnPOi(x). i(y)) 
= cp(PF”i(x). y). 
This shows that 7”’ has a cp-adjoint (T”)+ = PO $-” 0 i and the dilation 
property follows by (Z”)+ = (T+ )“. 
2.1.9. EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION. On B = M,, the algebra of 2 x 2 
matrices, we define a faithful normal state + by 
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Put 
aI:= (yp A)) a2 := (“i ((,;5y2),4)), 
( 
0 0 
ax:= -$ ((t/5+ 2114) . 
Then T(x) : = a: x. a, + a: x. a2 + a: . x. a3 (x E M,), is given explicitly 
by T(+: f~~)=((l,(2~~):(:;:)x22) “i’2.gy(;;:;x22’). 
Hence T is a morphism of (39, I++). Since the modular automorphism group 
of of (a, $) is given by @(x) = u,. x’ u,?, where 
T does not commute with the modular automorphism group of (9, #) and 
possesses no cp-adjoint, hence the dynamical system (g, $, T) has no 
dilation. Thus, quite contrary to the case where the algebra is commutative, 
even on the simplest noncommutative IV*-algebra there exist morphisms 
not having a dilation. We remark, however, that in general the existence of 
a cp-adjoint is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of a dilation. This 
problem will be considered in a forthcoming paper. 
2.1.10. Let (d, cp, T) be a dynamical system and assume that T has a 
cp-adjoint T+. It is easy to verify (cf. [ 171) that for an element x E d the 
following are equivalent: 
(4 T(x* . x) = T(x*) . T(x). 
(b) T+ 0 T(x) =x. 
Since (A’, cp, Tf 0 T) is a dynamical system it follows from the mean 
ergodic theorem that there exists a conditional expectation of (zz’, cp) onto 
the set {x E &‘: T(x* . x) = T(x*) T(x)}. In particular, this set is a W*-sub- 
algebra of & which is not true in general, i.e., if T has no cp-adjoint. 
The next result, which will be useful in the following, shows that on the 
elements described in 2.1.10, T acts like its dilation 2 
2.1.11. PROPOSITION. Let (d, 4, ?; P) be a dilation of (d, cp, T). For 
x E sd the following are equivalent: 
(a) T(x* . x) = T(x*) . T(x). 
(b) $0 i(x) = i( T(x)) E i(s?). 
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Proof: The implication (b) * (a) is elementary. Conversely, condition 
(4 implies that P,,o?~i(x*)~P,~~oi(x) = P, 0 ?o i(x*x) = 
P,( To i(x*) . PO i(x)). Since P,+ = P, we obtain PO i(x) = P,+ o P, 0 TO i(x) 
= P, o PO i(x), hence $0 i(x) E J& = i(d). 
For a related result we also refer to Proposition 3.1.3. 
2.1.12. COROLLARY. Let (2, I$, T; P) be a dilation of (d, cp, T). Zf L@ is 
a T-invariant W*-subalgebra of & then i(B) is invariant under F if and only 
if TI p is a *-isomorphism. 
2.1.13. Remark. We close this section by remarking that a dilation of 
(d, cp, T) also leads canonically to a unitary dilation: Denote by (sV, t,) 
(resp. (X+, to)), the Hilbert space with cyclic separating vector arising 
from the GNS-construction for (d, cp) (resp. (& 4)). The morphism T 
induces a contraction _TV on XV with T,(xt,) = T(x) tV (x E &). Similarily 
F induces a unitary T@ on q. The Hilbert space XV can be canonically 
embedded into %$ and then p@ appears as a unitary dilation of T,. But 
note that in general this unitary dilation is not minimal even if (z?, $, F; P) 
is a minimal dilation of (d, cp, T). 
2.2. The Markov Property 
In this section we introduce the Markov property of a dilation. As we 
will see in the following it implies a close relationship between a dynamical 
system and its dilation. We start with a technical definition which 
sometimes will simplify our notations. 
2.2.1. DEFINITION. Let (aa, I,+) be a W*-algebra 9 with faithful normal 
state 9 and let Vi, Vz be two subsets of 99. We say that %?, is $-orthogonal 
to +& if $(y*.x)=O for all XE$:,,~E%$. 
2.2.2. Remark. If $9, is a W*-subalgebra of a such that there exists a 
conditional expectation Q of (g, II/) onto Vi, then 55’; is +-orthogonal to %r 
if and only if Q(gz) = 0. 
Consequently, if (9&)is, is an upwards directed net of W*-subalgebras of 
99 such that for ill there is a conditional expectation Qi of (59, $) onto 9Yi, 
then there exists a conditional expectation Q, of (99, $) onto the sub- 
algebra go:= Vie,gi, and for XE &? the following are equivalent: 
(a) Qdx) = 0. 
(6) Q,(x)=0 for all ieZ. 
2.2.3. PROPOSITION. For a dilation (of first order) (.!a?, 4, p; P) of 
(&, cp, T) the following assertions are equivalent: 
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for every x E dco, n,. 
(b) PO(x) = P,,,(x) for eoery x E s$cO. 
(c) For any no N u (O}, 
for every x fz .J$,. 
Proof: From condition (a) we conclude for all XES+,~,, no N, that 
PC-m,o,(~ - P,(x)) = 0 for all WZEN, hence by Remark 2.2.2, 
0 = PO,(x - PO(x)) = (P,, - PO)(x). (P,, - PO) is weak *-continuous and 
U HE N SX$,,~, is weak*-dense in s+,, hence (PO1 - PO)(x) = 0 for all x E J+, 
which establishes (b). Condition (c) follows from (b) by Remark 2.1.4 (i) 
and (c) implies (a) trivially. 
2.2.4. DEFINITION. A dilation (of first order) (z& 4, p; P) of (&, cp, T) 
has the Markov property (and is then called a Markov dilation (of first 
order)) if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.2.3. 
2.25 COROLLARY. If a dilation (A& ~$3, p; P) of (&, rp, T) has the 
Markov property then JZ?& n s$cO = &. 
Proof If x E z$, n J+ then x = P,,(x) = PO(x), hence x E s&. 
2.2.6. PROPOSITION. Let (d, 4, F; P) be a minimal Markov dilation of 
(&, cp, T). Then (z?, 4, T- ‘; P) is a minimal Markov dilation of (sd, cp, T+ ). 
Proof In view of Proposition 2.1.8 it remains to establish the Markov 
property of (J& 4, ?“; P). Since (2, 4, p; P) has the Markov property, 
an element y E s$c,, is @-orthogonal to do if and only if it is $-orthogonal to 
ST&, (cf. Remark 2.2.2). It follows that an element x E do, is @orthogonal to 
JZ$ if and only if it is $-orthogonal to drO. Hence for XE _pl’& we obtain 
P,(x) = 0 if and only if PLO(x) = 0 and we conclude that P,,(z) = P[,(z) for 
all z E ~3$, . 
2.2.7. PROPOSITION. If (&-, 4, F; P) is a Markov dilation offirst order of 
(d, cp, T) then it is a Markov dilation of (d, cp, T). 
ProoJ For x E d and k E N we obtain 
P k--lOkoi(x)=~kkloPoOT~(k-‘)o~kki(x) 
= ~k’oppoo~oi(x) 
= pk-‘oi(T(x)). 
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Consequently, with n E N, we conclude 
PoFoi(x)=PoP,,oF~i(x) 
=PoP,,oFoi(T”-l(x)) 
= Poi(T”(x)) 
= T(x) 
which proves the dilation property. 
If we replace our “algebraic” Markov property of Definition 2.2.4 by a 
“linear” Markov property which means, roughly speaking, that we replace 
the occuring subalgebras by closed linear subspaces generated by translates 
of i(d), then we even obtain equivalence between this “linear” Markov 
property and the dilation property. 
If U is a unitary element in the IV*-algebra ~3 we denote by Ad U the 
inner automorphism on g which is given by Ad U(x) = U* . x. U for x E ~3. 
2.2.8. PROPOSITION. Let (d, cp, T) be a dynamical system and assume 
that U is a unitary in d such that Ad U is an automorphism of (d, cp). Zf’ 
(JI?, $, p; P) is a Markov dilation of (d, cp, T) then (s?, $3, Ad i(U) 0 p; P) is 
a Markov dilation of (d, cp, Ad Uo T). 
ProoJ: If x is any element in d we have 
f$(i(U*).x.i(U))=cp(P(i(U*).x.i(U)))=cp(U*.P(x).U) 
= cp(W)) = 4(x). 
It follows that (d, 4, Ad i(U) 0 F) is a reversible dynamical system. 
We easily see that (zz?, 4, Ad i(U) 0 F) is a dilation of first order of 
(LX!, cp, Ad Uo T). Hence in view of Proposition 2.2.7 it remains to establish 
the Markov property. Since i(U) E J& an elementary calculation gives for 
kEN: (Adi(U)o?)ki(&‘)= V*.?‘ki(~Z).?f for some unitary E’/E&~,,-~, 
and (Adi(U)op)pki(d) = W*.T-“i(&). W for some unitary 
WEJ~-(~-~),D,. Thus 
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and 
d [-(k-1),0] ” (Adi(U)“~)~ki(d)=~~_k,O,. 
From this we obtain by an induction argument that 
and 
d [o,ml =kto (Ad i(u)0 $)“iW4) 
thus the Markov property of (d, 4, T; P) implies the Markov property for 
(a?, 4, Ad i(U) 0 ?; P). 
This proposition shows that there is a canonical biunique correspon- 
dence between the Markov dilations of (d, cp, T) and (&‘, cp, Ad Uo T). A 
result of this type has been used in [l] to obtain dilations for pertur- 
bations of quasifree operators. 
2.3. The Type of a Dilation 
In this section we investigate the question how the type of the W*- 
algebra of a dilation depends on the properties of the dynamical system 
(~4, cp, T). For the theory of traces we refer to [30, V. 2; and 23, 5.1-5.31. 
2.3.1. Let (~4, cp, T) be a dynamical system. As usual, a trace z on d is 
called T-invariant if r(x) = r( T(x)) for all x E &‘+. 
2.3.2. LEMMA. Let (~2, cp, T) be a dynamical system. Then there exist 
pairwise orthogonal projections zl, z2, z3 in the center of SX? with 
z, + z2 + z3 = II such that T(z,) = z,for i = 1,2, 3 and 
T 1 i, ,d has an invariant faithful normal finite trace, 
T 1 z2. ,& has an invariant faithful normal semtfinite 
trace but no invariant normal finite trace, 
TI z3. ,* has no invariant normal semtfinite trace. 
Proof Let T be a T-invariant normal trace. The support projection z of 
z is in the center of d and $T(Q - z)) = z(ll -z) = 0 hence T(ll - z) d 21 - z. 
Since rp is a faithful T-invariant state we conclude that T(d -z) = II -z, 
T(z) = z. Define now 
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Zl : = sup{ z: z is the support projection of a 
T-invariant normal finite trace}, 
z2. . = sup{ z: z. z1 = 0 and z is the support projection 
of a T-invariant normal semifinite trace}, 
Z3.- .- II -z1 -z2. 
It is clear that T(zJ = z, (i = 1, 2, 3). If z is any T-invariant trace and z is a 
T-invariant projection in the center of d then x H z(z . x) (x E d + ) is a T- 
invariant trace, hence it is easy to construct T-invariant faithful normal 
semilinite traces on zi . d and z2. d. Since d has a faithful normal state, 
zl. d is o-finite and the trace on z, . d can be chosen to be finite. 
If (d, 4, p; P) is a dilation of (d, cp, T), then by Corollary 3.1.6, i(z,) 
are f-invariant projections in the center of d, so that the dilation may be 
considered as the direct sum of the dilations corresponding to the three 
parts of (&, cp, T) described above. 
2.3.3. THEOREM. Let (d, cp, T) be a dynamical system with a minimal 
Markov dilation (s?, c$, T; P) and assume that T has no nontrivial fixed 
points in the center of d. 
(i) &A is ,finite if and only if there exists a T-invariant faithful normal 
finite trace on d. 
(ii) d is semtfinite tf and only tf there exists a T-invariant faithful 
normal semifinite trace on d. 
(iii) d is of type III tf and only tf there exists no T-invariant faithful 
normal semifinite trace on sZ!. 
The assertion (i), the “if’ part of (ii) and the “only if’ part of (iii) are 
true without the restriction on T. It would be interesting to study the 
relationship between this result and an analogous theorem on the structure 
of crossed products (cf. [23, 7.11.8, 7.11.141). We give the proof after 
preparing some tools. 
2.3.4. LEMMA. Let (sI, cp, T) be a dynamical system and denote by Q the 
corresponding mean ergodic projection. If t is a T-invariant faithful normal 
semtfinite trace then z is Q-invariant. 
Proof Let x be an element in d with z(x) = y < co. By assumption 
r(y)=y for all y E co{ T”(x): n E N u { 0} }, the convex hull of 
{T”(x): nE N u (0)). Since T is lower semicontinuous [30, V.2 Ex. 11, 
t(y) < y for all y in the weak*-closed hull of co{ T”(x): n E N u {0}}, in 
particular, 
z(Q(x)) G z(x). (*) 
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By assumption, r is semifinite hence r is finite on a weak*-dense subcone pr 
of d+. Since Q(&‘+) = Q(d)+ it follows from (*) that r is finite on a 
dense subcone of Q(d)+. Hence the restriction of r to Q(d) is a faithful 
normal semifinite trace. By [30, V.2.361 there exists a conditional expec- 
tation Q of d onto Q(d) which leaves r invariant. 
Denoting the Hilbert space L2(&, r) by g, the cone pT is canonically 
embedded into Z, and since 
T(Q(x*). Q(x), 6 z(Q(x* . x)) < t(x* . x), 
T@(x*) * Q(x), < T(Q(x*. x)) = T(x*. x) 
for all x in the linear span of p, (being dense in SZ), we see that there are 
operators Q, and Q, on XT with llQ,ll < 1, IlQJ 6 1 and Q,(x)= Q(x), 
Q,(x) = Q(x) for all x in the linear span of pr. Hence Q, = Qf , Q, = 05 and 
therefore Q, and Q, are orthogonal projections onto the same subspace 
spanned by Q(p,), so that they are identical. Thus Q = Q and r is Q- 
invariant. 
2.3.5. PROPOSITION. Let (~2, cp, T) be a dynamical system with minimal 
Markov dilation (&, c$, p’; P). If there exists a T-invariant faithful normal 
semifinite trace z on d then s* := z 0 P is a p-invariant faithful normal 
semtfinite trace on d. 
Proof: By its definition z^ is a faithful normal semifinite weight on d. If 
Q denotes the mean ergodic projection corresponding to T we obtain from 
Lemma 2.3.4 that r = r 0 Q hence Z = r 0 Q o P. By Corollary 3.1.4 of the next 
chapter, i0 Q 0 P is the mean ergodic projection corresponding to T hence ? 
commutes with io Q 0 P. Therefore, if x E d’ with 3(x) < co, we obtain 
?(x)=Z^(i~Q~P(x))=?(T~i~Q~P(x))=S(i~Q~P~?(x)) 
= f( f(x)), 
hence z* is invariant under ? and p commutes with the modular 
automorphism group for z* under which i(d) is globally, and moreover 
pointwise invariant. Thus, by minimality, d is contained in (and hence 
equal to) the centralizer of z*, i.e., z* is a trace on J& 
2.3.6. LEMMA. Let (&, cp, T) be a reversible dynamical system. 
(i) rf the We-algebra d is finite th en T admits an invariant faithful 
normal finite trace. 
(ii) If & is semtfinite and tf T acts ergodically on the center of d then 
there exists a T-invariant faithful normal semtjiinite trace on A. 
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Proof: (i) It is easy to see that the mean ergodic projection of T pro- 
jects an arbitrary faithful normal finite trace onto a T-invariant faithful 
normal finite trace. 
(ii) This is the content of Theorem 1 in [27]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.3. The “if’ parts of (i) and (ii) follow by 
Proposition 2.35 Conversely, if d is finite, there exists a F-invariant 
faithful normal finite trace z^ on d by Lemma 2.3.6(i). If d is semifinite, we 
see from Corollary 3.1.6 that ? acts ergodically on the center of d; hence 
by Lemma 2.3.6(ii) there exists a p-invariant faithful normal semifinite 
trace f on d. 
Denoting by Q the mean ergodic projection of T, the mean ergodic pro- 
jection of p is given by io Qo P (cf. Corollary 3.1.4). Hence by Lemma 2.3.4 
we obtain Q(x) =?(ioQo P(x)) for XEJZ?+. If we define r(x) : = ?(i(x)) for 
x E d+ then r(x) = r(Q(x)) and r is a faithful normal semitinite trace on S? 
since it is a faithful normal semitinite trace on Q(d). Furthermore, 
T(T(x)) = T(QO T(x)) = ~(Qtx)) = T(X) for XE&+ 
which shows that r is T-invariant. Thus we have proved the “only if’ parts 
of (i) and (ii). The assertion (iii) follows from (ii) by negation. 
3. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF MARKOV DILATIONS 
In this chapter we show that the asymptotic behaviour of a dynamical 
system (J$, cp, T), i.e., the behaviour of T” for large n E N, is strongly 
related to the asymptotic behaviour of its minimal Markov dilation. Our 
results answer questions raised by Emch in [6]. 
3.1. Mixing Properties 
In ergodic theory it is customary to classify the asymptotic behaviour of 
a dynamical system by the following mixing properties (see, e.g., 
[4, Chaps. IX, XII]) each of which is implied by the subsequent one. 
3.1.1. DEFINITION. Let (&, cp, T) be a dynamical system. Throughout 
this chapter we denote by Q its mean ergodic projection and put 
R= {z E C: lzl = 1 }. The peripheral point spectrum of T is defined as the 
set of peripheral eigenvalues (A E R 30 #x E ~2: T(x) = Ax}. 
(i) T is irreducible if the fixed space Q(d) is l-dimensional. 
(ii) T is weakly mixing if it is irreducible and if in addition the 
peripheral point spectrum is equal to { 1 }. 
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(iii) T is strongly mixing if it is irreducible and if lim, T” = Q in the 
pointwise weak*-topology. 
(iv) If (&‘, cp, T) is a reversible dynamical system, it is called a W*- 
K-system if there exists an expanding W*-subalgebra J& of d with 
cc4 G T(J& ), such that 
(~1) there exists a conditional expectation of (JZ?‘, cp) onto the sub- 
algebra &, 
(P) f-he-N T--k(&)=C.I, 
(Y) VAEN Tk(Se_ ) = d. 
Condition (iv) has been introduced and studied by Emch in [S]. If & is 
commutative we retain the definition of a K-automorphism as in 
[22, p. SO]. A systematic treatment of W*-K-systems on general W*- 
algebras can be found in [26]. 
3.1.2. LEMMA. Let (d, c$, p; P) be a minimal dilation of (&, cp, T). Then 
lim,,, * A (PC,0 T”- T”)=O and lim,,, (P,,o$-~-$~~)=O in the 
pointwise strong topology. 
Proof: We only prove the first assertion while the second is obtained 
analogously. Since the strong topology coincides with F@ on norm boun- 
ded subsets of d (cf. [30,111.5.3]) it suffices to show that 
lim @((P,,oF-F)(x)*.(P,,oF-F)(x))=0 
PI - 30 
for every XE d. This is obvious for every x in the &-dense subalgebra 
u nE N zZ-,~,:, and therefore follows for every x E d by the Fe- 
equicontinuity of {P,, 0 F - F: n E N }. 
The following result is a generalization of [ 13, 5.21. 
3.1.3. PROPOSITION. Let (d, 4, p; P) be a minimal Markov dilation of 
(JzI, cp, T). Then the peripheral point spectrum of T and ? coincide and 
i(E,) = 8, where E, (resp. ,!?,) denotes the eigenspace of T (resp. $) 
corresponding to the peripheral eigenvalue A. E IY 
Proof Let ,? be a peripheral eigenvalue of T and let x be an element of 
Ej., i.e., T(x) = /Ix. Then T(x*x) = T(x*) . T(x) (cf. 2.1.10) and from 
Proposition 2.1.11 we infer 
To i(x) = P, 0 fo i(x) = io T(x) = i(Ax) = Ai( 
This shows that II is a peripheral eigenvalue of ? and i(E,) c 8,. 
Conversely, we now assume that ;1 is a peripheral eigenvalue of $ and 
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take O#y~8~. Then ?“(~~)=l”y and therefore (P,, p- p)(y) = 
Pr,,(L”y) - Afly = 1”(Pt,,(y) -y) for n E N and from Lemma 3.1.2 it follows 
that PC,,(y) = y. Analogously, we see that P,,(y) = y. Hence we obtain 
YEP~~(G?)~~~,(s?) which is equal to JZ& by Corollary 2.25, and there 
exists an element XEd such that y = i(x). Consequently 
i( T(x)) = P, 0 $0 i(x) = P, 0 p(y) = Ay = i(ix). It follows that T(x) = Ax, 
hence i is an eigenvalue of T and 8, E i(E,). 
The following applications show the usefulness of the above proposition. 
3.1.4. COROLLARY. The mean ergodic projection corresponding to the 
minimal Markov dilation (&, 4, Tj is given by i 0 Q 0 P, where Q denotes, as 
usual, the mean ergodic projection of (&‘, cp, T). 
3.1.5. COROLLARY. Let (SC?, 4, T; P) be a minimal Markov dilation of 
(&, cp, T). T is an inner automorphism of d tf and only if T is an inner 
automorphism of d. 
Proof: The “if’ part follows from Corollary 2.1.12. Conversely, assume 
that p is given by p(x) = o* . x. 8 for some unitary element 0 in J&? Then 
p(o) = 8 hence 0~ i(d) by Proposition 3.1.3 and it follows that d= i(d) 
and T(x) = V* . x. V for the unitary element V in d satisfying i( V) = 8. 
3.1.6. COROLLARY. Let (d, 4, T; P) be a minimal Markov dilation of 
(JY, cp, T) and denote by $ (resp. 2) the center of &A (resp. Se). Further- 
more we denote by Q (resp. Q) the mean ergodic projection of p (resp. T). 
Then Q(dA) n Z? = i(Q(&) n 2). In particular, T acts irreducibly on the cen- 
ter of ipe^ if and only if T has no nontrivial fixed points in the center of &. 
Proof In view of Corollary 3.1.4 it remains to show that i(Q(&) n 2) 
is contained in the center S? of d. Let z be an element in Q(d) n 3”. 
Then we obtain fo i(z) = i(z) by Proposition 3.1.3 and for any x E SZ! and 
n E Z we conclude p(i(x)) . i(z) = ?“(i(x)). p(i(z)) = p 0 i(x . z) = 
p 0 i(z . x) = i(z). p 0 i(x). It follows that i(z) commutes with the elements 
of &n for each n E Z, hence i(z) commutes with all elements of d. 
3.1.7. COROLLARY. Let (.GZ?, 4 T; P) be a minimal Markov dilation of 
(.d, cp, T). 
(i) T is irreducible tf and only if T is irreducible. 
(ii) T is weakly mixing tf and only tf I? is weakly mixing. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Definition 3.1.1 and 
Proposition 3.1.3. The dilation constructed in [33] shows that the Markov 
property is indispensible for our conclusion (cf. also [ 191). 
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3.1.8. THEOREM. Let (d-,4, f; P) be a minimal Markov dilation of 
(-QI, cp, T). Then T is strongly mixing if and only if Z? is strongly mixing. 
ProoJ Assume first that ? is strongly mixing. Then the mean ergodic 
projection & of $ is given by 0 = 4 01 and lim, &p(x)) = 
$(0(x)) = q?(x) for all x E & 6 E a: with /I$11 = 1. Therefore we obtain for 
XEZZ, $~d,+ with 11$11 = 1: lim,II/(T”(x)) = lim,(P,+)(poi(x)) = 
&i(x)) = q(x). This shows that (T”),, N converges to Q = (~011 in the 
pointwise weak* topology. 
Conversely, assume that T is strongly mixing. Then ? is irreducible by 
Corollary 3.1.7 and we have to show that lim, $(p(x)) = 4(x) for all 
x E d and all normal states I+$ E J&. 
Step 1. First we assume that $= $0 P,_,,,, for some no N and 
XE~[-WiY, for some m E N. Then p(x) E &r, and there exists an element 
X~E d such that i(xO) = P,?“‘(x). By the Markov property and the 
dilation property we obtain for k 3 m + n, 
Pc-n,n7~~(X)=P,~~~(x)=P”~PC,,k_,,~~~(x) 
= PnoPk-mo F(x)=P,Of+-moi(xO) 
= P 0 i( Tk-m-“(xO)). 
From this we conclude (for k 2 m + n) 
lim $(p(x)) = liy $(P,-,,,, 0 F’(x)) 
k-m 
=liy $(Foi,(Tk-m-“(xO))) 
=liF (P,o p,$)(Tk-“-“(x,)) 
= dxo) (since T is strongly mixing) 
= 444x0)) 
= @(PO0 F(x)) 
= c)(x). 
Step 2. To extend this convergence to arbitrary x E 2, $ E LX??, we 
observe that by [ 18, 3.21 the closure X of {(p‘,)“: n E N } in the pointwise 
weak topology on &?(J&) is compact in this topology. Furthermore, on 
U(&?) the topology of pointwise convergence on u,, N J$I,~-~,~, with 
respect to the topology cr(&>, U, E N +,.,,) is a Hausdorff topology 
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which is weaker than the pointwise weak topology (cf. Lemma 2.1.7) and 
hence coincides with this topology on X. By Step 1, Q, = lim, Y* in the 
formally weaker topology. Therefore we obtain Q, =lim, Y, in the 
pointwise weak topology. 
From the above theorem we easily obtain the following corollary which 
answers a question raised in [6, p. 1563. Note that the dynamical system 
(d, cp, T) is strongly mixing if and only if lim,( T,)“(+) = cp weakly for 
every normal state * in JZ$. 
3.1.9. COROLLARY. Let (G?, cp, T) be a dynamical system with minimal 
Markov dilation (&*, 4, T; P). If T is strongly mixing then (dA, 4, T) is 
weakly asymptotically abelian, i.e., lim, j m $( p(x). y - y p(x)) = 0 for 
all normal states $ in JZ?? and all elements x, y E d. 
Remark. If (&, cp, T) is strongly mixing, it is not true in general that 
lim, + czI (p(x). y - y. p(x)) = 0 in the strong topology. 
3.2. Dilations of Asymptotically Automorphic Dynamical Systems 
We define asymptotically automorphic dynamical systems and show that 
the asymptotic behaviour of their dilations can be controlled particularly 
well. As applications we obtain results which are analogous to well-known 
results of the theory of unitary dilations and the theory of Markov 
processes. In particular we find conditions under which a dilation is a W*- 
K-system. 
3.2.1. Consider a dynamical system (&‘, cp, T) and assume that T 
possesses a cp-adjoint T+ (cf. Chap. 1). For n E N let Q, denote the con- 
ditional expectation of (&, rp) onto the fixed space of ( T+)n 0 T” (cf. 2.1.10) 
and we define Q, to be the conditional expectation of (&‘, cp) onto 
n nt N Q,,(d) (note that Q,,,(~)G Q,(&) if m >n). It is easy to see that 
T(Q,(cd)) g Q,(d). 
From [ 171 we borrow the following results. 
3.2.2. PROPOSITION. Let (zf, cp, T) be a dynamical system and assume 
that T posesses a cp-adjoint T+. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) T commutes with Q, and (T+)“o T’ converges pointwise strongly 
to Q, as n-co. 
(b) T commutes with Q, and lim, T”(x) = 0 strongly for all x E zf 
with em(x) = 0. 
(c) ToQm induces an automorphism U of (em(d), ‘plp,cdl) such 
that lim,( T” - U” 0 Q,) = 0 pointwise strongly. 
The automorphism U appearing in condition (c) has its Hilbert space 
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analogue in the unitary part of a contraction on a Hilbert space. Condition 
(c) may also motivate the following definition. 
3.3.3. DEFINITION. We call a morphism T of (~2, cp) asymptotically 
automorphic if T possesses a cp-adjoint and satisfies the equivalent con- 
ditions of Proposition 3.2.2. 
3.2.4. PROPOSITION (cf. [ 17 J ). Let (&, cp, T) be a dynamical system 
such that T possesses a cp-adjoint. Each of the following conditions implies 
that T is asymptotically automorphic. 
(i) The morphism T commutes with T+. 
(ii) .d is finite dimensional. 
(iii) lim, T”(x) = 0 strongly for all x E d with Qco(x) = 0 and Q,(d) 
is ,finite dimensional. 
We now return to the study of the asymptotic behaviour of a dilation. In 
this context the subalgebra defined subsequently will prove essential. 
3.2.5. DEFINITION. If (d, @, F’; P) is a dilation of (~4, cp, T), put 
d, := n,, N sL,,, and define P-, to be the conditional expectation of 
(d, cp) onto de ,m. 
We note that Pm- ~ commutes with F. The restriction of f to A, 
corresponds to the residual part of a unitary dilation (cf. [29,11.2.1]). 
If (d, 4, T; P) is a dilation of (J@‘, cp, T) and if XE & then, by 
Proposition 2.1.11, x=Q,(x) if and only if poi(x)Er;40 for all nEN. 
3.2.6. LEMMA. Let (dA, 4, T; P) be a minimal Markov dilation of 
(Oe,cp, T). Then ~~,~n~~,=d~,~n~~=i(Q,(d)). 
Proof: The Markov property yields J& J3 n &rO G do, n dO = s&, hence 
JL a n ~4~~ is contained in Lx n do thus proving the first equality. 
If YE& 7; n ,&,, then y = i(x) for some x E &, and for all n E N we see 
that 
by the first equality. It follows that p 0 i(x) E ~4~ for all n E N. Hence, by the 
introductory remark A-, n dO c i(Qa(&)). 
Conversely, y= I’(x)E i(Qm(&)) implies p( y)~-c4~ for all nE N, hence 
y= $-“(p(y))~&~~, for nE N and it follows that JJE sP_, n~$. 
3.2.7. THEOREM. Let (&, cp, T) be a dynamical system with minimal 
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Markov dilation (&&, c$, ?‘; P). Zf T is asymptotically automorphic then 
d-, = i(Q,(d)). 
ProoJ In view of Lemma 3.2.6 it remains to show that 
&, E i(Q,(&‘)). Let y be an element in d such that Qm( y) = 0. Since YV 
coincides with the strong topology on norm bounded sets, we infer from 
Proposition 3.2.2(b) that lim, cp( T”( y)* . (T”(y)) = 0. 
If XEJJ-,, using the Markov property and the dilation property, we 
obtain 
14(x*. i(v))1 = 18(fYx*)~ pi(Y))1 
= 14(Pol(~(x*)~ pi(y)))1 
= I~(~(x*).P~,(~ii(y)))l 
< c$( P(x)*P(x))“~. q?(P,,( Fi( y))* . P,,( ?Y( y)))‘12 
dljxll f$(PO~~~O(y)*~PO~~~i(y))1~2 
= llxll cp(T”(Y)*. T”(YW2 
for any n E N, and it follows that 4(x* . i(y)) = 0, hence y is $-orthogonal 
to dp-ao (cf. Definition 2.2.1). Thus we have shown that an element 
XE de, which is @-orthogonal to i(Q,(&)) is even @-orthogonal to i(d). 
Put Q,(d)‘:= {xo& ao: x is @orthogonal to i(Qm(&))}. By 
assumption, TI QmCdj is a *-automorphism. Hence, by Proposition 2.1.11, 
poi(Q,(~?))=i(Q~(&)). Since ? commutes with P_,, it follows that 
p(Qm(&)‘) = Q,(d)’ for all nE N. Hence, if XE Q,(d)’ then 
P,(p(x)) = 0 for all n E N and since (JZ?, 4, p-‘; P) has the Markov 
property by Proposition 2.2.6, we obtain for XE Qoo(S)l, 
o=P,~P(x) 
= P,, 0 F(x) 
A ^ 
=T”oT-“~P,,~T”(x) 
= T”o PC-,(X) foranynEN. 
We conclude that PC-,(x) = 0 for all n E N, hence x = 0 by Remark 2.2.2. It 
follows that em(d)’ = {0}, and so JC, = ,sl, n dO = i(Q,(&)). 
This theorem enables us in many cases to control the asymptotic 
behaviour of dilations. As an example we give the following corollary. 
3.2.8. COROLLARY. Let (~4, cp, Q) b e a dynamical system such that Q is 
a conditional expectation of (&, cp) onto a subalgebra. Zf (-2, 3, ?; P) is a 
minimal Markov dilation of (d, cp, Q), then &-, = i(Q(&)). 
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Another application of Theorem 3.2.7 provides a condition that a 
minimal Markov dilation forms a W*-K-system (cf. Definition 3.1.l(iv)). 
3.2.9. COROLLARY. Let (d, cp, T) be a dynamical system with minimal 
Markov dilation (s?, 4, p; P). If lim, T”(x) = q(x). 21 strongly for all x E d 
then (&-, @, $) is a W*-K-system with expanding subalgebra dOI. 
Proof The strong convergence of T”(x) to 0 is equivalent to 
lim, cp( T”(x*) F(x)) = lim, cp(( T+ )* 0 Y’“(x*) . X) = 0. It thus follows 
from our assumption that Q,(d) = G. II, Quo(x) = q(x). Ii and Qco(x) = 0 
if and only if p(x) = 0 for x E d. Thus condition (iii) of Proposition 3.2.4 is 
fulfilled and Theorem 3.2.7 may be applied to obtain 
n Pcdo,= n ~~~,,=~~73=i(Q~(cr$))=a=.21. 
n t hi nt N 
This proves condition (b) of Definition 3.1.l.(iv). The other properties of a 
W*-K-system are trivially satisfied. 
This corollary should be viewed as an analogue of the following well- 
known theorem: If t is a contraction on a Hilbert space 2 satisfying 
lim, t” = 0 in the strong operator topology, then its unitary dilation 0 
satisfies n,, N(V&, 0 ‘(I?)) = (0) (cf. [29, Chap. II, Sects. 1, 21). 
3.2.10. COROLLARY. Let (.zI, cp, T) be a dynamical system such that & is 
finite dimensional and let (dA, 0, T; P) be a minimal Markov dilation of 
(~2, cp, T). The following are equivalent: 
(a) T’ is irreducible for all k E N. 
(b) T is weakly mixing. 
(c) T is .strongly mixing. 
(d) (A?, @, T; P) is a W*-K-system with expanding subalgebra &,,. 
Proof (a) * (d) Since ,d is finite dimensional, by Proposition 3.2.4 
(ii), Theorem 3.2.7 can be applied and to prove (d) it suffices to show that 
Q,(.&‘) = C II. By assumption, T acts as an irreducible automorphism on 
Qm(&‘). Since Q,(d) is finite dimensional there exists a number n,E N 
such that 7”“’ is the identity on the center of Q,(d). Hence it follows from 
the assumption, that Q,(d) is a finite dimensional factor and on such 
Q,(d) there does not exist an irreducible automorphism unless 
Qx(,d)=@.Q. 
(d) s (c) If (2, 4, T) is a W*-K-system, then it is strongly mixing and 
therefore T is strongly mixing by Theorem 3.1.8. 
(c) + (b) = (a) is trivial. 
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This corollary generalizes certain well-known results in the theory of 
Markov dilations on commutative W*-algebras (cf. [ 13, 5.51). The last two 
corollaries in combination with the results in the next chapter allow one to 
construct wealth of noncommutative W*-K-systems. 
4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF MARKOV DILATIONS 
So far we have investigated the properties of Markov dilations without 
worrying about their existence. In this chapter we develop a new method 
which enables one to construct Markov dilations for large classes of 
morphisms. 
4.1. Tensor Products and Conditional Expectations 
In this preliminary section we introduce some notation from the theory 
of tensor products of W*-algebras and study conditional expectations of a 
special type. 
4.1.1. The tensor product of two W*-algebras. Given two W*-algebras 
d and 98 we denote the W*-tensor product of A!’ and ~$9 simply by JX? @ LAG. 
For the general theory of tensor products we refer to [24, 1.22, 1.23; and 
30, IVS]. 
If cp (resp. $) is a faithful normal state on d (resp. B) then there 
is a unique faithful normal state cp@ II/ on dO.98 such that 
(p@$(x@y)= q(x). $(y) for XE.~, ~~98. More generally, if (~9, cp, T) 
and (L%?‘, $, S) are dynamical systems, then there exists a unique morphism 
T@S of (d@O,cp@I//) such that T@S(x@y)=T(x)@S(y) 
(xE.&‘, JJEB). Thus we can form the tensor product (&@O, cp@$, 
T@ S) of the two dynamical systems. 
4.1.2. The infinite tensor product of W*-algebras. Given a family 
{ (4, c~i):j~Z} of W*-algebras 4 with faithful normal state ‘pi, then on 
the infinite C*-tensor product of the algebras (J$)~~, there is a well-defined 
infinite product state mj,, qj. The weak operator closure of the GNS- 
representation of the infinite C*-tensor product of (JX!.)/~, with respect to 
the state oj,, ‘pr yields a W*-algebra, called the “infinite W*-tensor 
product of the W*-algebras (4)jE, with respect o the infinite product state 
Oj,, Cp,.” We will denote this algebra by Qjo, ($ cpj). The state ~~~~~~ 
extends to a faithful normal state on Bje,(4, vi), which we denote by 
Oi,, q,, too. For simplicity we will write (Oje, 4, OIE, cpj) instead of 
(QjeI(49 Cp,)? QjfzIVj ). Notice that the C*-tensor product chosen is the 
minimal one; hence, if the index set Z has finite cardinality, this definition of 
a W*-tensor product is in agreement with the notion of (4.1.1). 
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We remark finally that elements of the form Oj,, xj with xj= 1, except 
for a finite number of indices, form a total subset of Oja,(~., cp,) in the 
weak * topology. 
We now specify the type of conditional expectations and dilations which 
we will consider. 
4.1.3. DEFINITION. A conditional expectation P: (s?‘, q) + (SY’, x) with 
corresponding injection i: B -+ d is said to be of tensor type if there is a 
W*-subalgebra %’ of d with faithful normal state I,$ such that 
d = i(B) 0 V and P(i(x)@ y) = $(y) . x for all x E !B’, y E V. 
A dilation (of first order) (d, c$, F; P) of a dynamical system is a tensor 
dilation if the conditional expectation P is of tensor type. 
4.1.4. Remarks. (i) We use the notation of Definition 4.1.3: Given 
any faithful normal state II/ on ‘%‘, then the mapping defined by 
i(x) @ y H $(y) . x extends to a conditional expectation of d onto SJ which 
is of tensor type. 
(ii) In the situation of Definition 4.1.3 the state cp can be canonically 
identified with x @ $. 
4.1.5. Remark. In order to show that there are many conditional expec- 
tations of tensor type we offer some examples: 
(i) Suppose that the W*-algebra 98 is a factor. If the W*-algebra & 
is isomorphic to W 0%’ for some W*-algebra V, then every conditional 
expectation P of d onto 98 with corresponding injection i such that 
i(.$?) = 98 @II is of tensor type. 
(ii) If the W*-algebra &J is isomorphic to 99(Z) then every con- 
ditional expectation of a W*-algebra d onto 99 is of tensor type. 
(iii) If (&, cp) is isomorphic to (B@O, x0$) then the conditional 
expectation P of (,&‘, cp) onto (B, 1) with corresponding injection i given by 
i(x) = x 0 II (x E ?J) is of tensor type. 
We collect some elementary but useful properties of conditional expec- 
tations of tensor type for later use: 
4.1.6. LEMMA. Let P be a conditional expectation of tensor type of 
(d, cp) onto (99, x) with corresponding injection i such that ~4 = i(B) @ % for 
some W*-algebra’% andP(i(x)@y)=$(y). f x or some faithful normal state 
* on %I? (~~39, ye%?). 
(i) Suppose that B = 93, @ %?I2 ,for some W*-algebras 9,) g2. Then 
P(i(li @%$)@%)GQ o%?*. 
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(ii) Suppose that %I? = @?, 0 %$ for some W*-algebras %, and qz and 
assume that P, (resp. P2) is a conditional expectation of tensor type of 
(,d, cp) onto the subalgebra i(B) @ WI Q a (resp. i(g) 0 II 0 ‘&). Then P, and 
P, commute. 
(iii) Zf P is a conditional expectation of (d, cp) onto the subalgebra ~8 
and if CI is a *-automorphism of B then P commutes with amId. 
The proofs are trivial. 
4.2. The Construction of Tensor Dilations 
We show how a given tensor dilation of first order can be extended to a 
Markov dilation. This will provide a key for constructing numerous exam- 
ples of dilations. 
4.2.1. THEOREM. Zf the dynamical system (&, cp, T) possesses a tensor 
dilation of first order, then it has a Markov dilation. 
We first construct a certain reversible dynamical system. Then we show 
in the subsequent proof that this reversible dynamical system indeed yields 
a Markov dilation of (&‘, cp, T). 
4.2.2. The Construction. We assume that (-Pe, cp, T) possesses a tensor 
dilation of first order. Then there exists a W*-algebra LAI with faithful nor- 
mal state II/ and an automorphism CI of (~2 063, cp 0 1+9) such that 
T(x) = E o c1 oj(x) for all x E d, where E denotes the conditional expectation 
of tensor type of (~4 @ &J’, cp @ $) onto (d, cp) with corresponding injection 
j:d-tdQ@: XHXQQ. 
We define Z*:= iz\{O}. For any kEZ* put (G&, tik):= (B,$) and 
for each ZG Z*, using the notation of 4.1.2, we define 
(B,, *I):= (Qksl%, Qkel $k). Now we put (z?, @):= (~...O~@O~, 
$PN@q@$lhl). We define the injection i:&+d: XI-ll@x@ll and 
denote by P the conditional expectation of (2, 4) onto (G!, cp) with i as 
corresponding injection. 
Furthermore, for Zr Z*, Z= I, u Z2 with I, G -N, Z, c N we define the 
conditional expectation E, to be the conditional expectation of (2, I$) onto 
the subalgebra &I,, @JX! 0~8,~. If kE Z* we write E, for E{,); EO denotes 
the conditional expectation of c-4 4) onto II QdQQ. 
Identifying d 033 with the subalgebra PI(d) = II @ (LXZ @9+$)@ % of 
d=~!.o(LC40~~)0(Okm=2(~~,~k)), we extend the automorphism c( 
from d @ B to the automorphism c(, : = Id 63 c( @ Id of (2, 4). 
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Let us define another automorphism 0 of (2, 4) as the right shift on 
& N @ I@ W, leaving the elements of 1 0 &‘@ 1 fixed, i.e., 
&a(2) = E, .- ,(A) forkEZ*\{l}, 
E,a(A) = E- ,(a), 
E&i-) = E,(i) for 9 E .rQ. 
Now we define the automorphism ? of (d, 4) by $: = a, o (T. 
Finally, for any Ic Z we define the W*-subalgebra d,: = Vk E I p 0 i(d) 
of d and we denote by P, the conditional expectation of (2, 4) onto the 
subalgebra d,. The following proof will show that this notation is con- 
sistent with that introduced in Notation 2.1.2 and Lemma 2.1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. We show that (d, 4, ?; P) as constructed above 
is a Markov dilation of (&‘, q, T). For arbitrary x E ~2 we have 
P&i(x)=PW,W~i(x) 
= Pox, oi(x) 
=Eoacj(x) 
= T(x). 
Therefore, (-2, 4, p’; P) is a dilation of first order of (&‘, cp, T). Thus, in 
view of Proposition 2.2.7, it remains to establish the Markov property. 
From the definition of F it is clear that zZrO E EN(d) = 1 @d @ S?N and 
-oZ& c Ep N(~) = g.. mi @JZ’ @ II. By Lemma 4.1.6(i), for x E SZ+, we obtain 
P,,(x) = P,, 0 E_ N(x) E 21 @d @ II; hence P,(x) = P,o P,,(x) = P,,(x). 
As an immediate consequence of Remark 4.1.5(ii) and Theorem 4.2.1 we 
obtain for the special case d = g(X): 
4.2.3. COROLLARY. For a dynamical system (S?(X), cp, T) the following 
are equivalent :
(a) (%9(X’), cp, T) has a dilation of first order. 
(b) (B(Z), cp, T) has a Markov dilation. 
Clearly the dilation (<d, 4, p; P) as constructed in 4.2.2 is not minimal in 
general, but the following result gives an easy criterion for its minimality. 
4.2.4. PROPOSITION. If in the situation of Construction 4.2.2 the dilation 
offirst order is minimal then (d, 4, T; P) is a minimal dilation. 
Proof From our assumption we obtain 21 @II 098, E i(d) v To i(d) 
and B-,@Q @I pi v pp’oi(d) in d=RN@d@gN. Hence for 
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any kEN, P(Q QQ Qs$)=Q QQ Q?i?k (resp. T-k(.%-, @ Q @ Q ) = 
C& @ Q @ Q ) is contained in &z. Since A? is generated by these subalgebras 
and by Q 0 d @ II, the assertion follows. 
4.3. The Composition of Tensor Dilations and New Examples 
First we show how tensor dilations can be composed to obtain new 
dilations. This leads to the construction of dilations for a large class of 
morphisms. Finally we obtain a generalization of Theorem 4.2.1. 
4.3.1. PROPOSITION. Zf the dynamical systems (s/, cp, T,) and (~2, cp, T2) 
have tensor dilations of first order then the dynamical system (A?, cp, T, 0 T,) 
has a tensor dilation of first order. 
Proof By assumption there exists a W*-algebra A?, (resp. a*) with 
a faithful normal state 11/1 (resp. t,k2) and an automorphism c(~ 
of (ai Od, $l 0 q) (resp. a2 of (&@a2, cpOti2)) such that 
T,(x)= P,ocr,(Q 0.x) (resp. T2(x)=Pzou2(x@Q)), for all XE&, where 
P,:.B’,~d+d:y~x~-+~~(y)x (resp. P,:~@02+%!2?:xQyb-+ 
*2(Y) xl. 
On (g3, OZZ’@&, rl/1 OcpOti2) we define the automorphism Cr,:= 
~10 Id,, on (9$ @&)@g2 (resp. Cc 2:= Id,,@@, on ~Y,,@(A!@&?~)) 
and the conditional expectation P, (resp.P,) of (g,0&Q02, 
I++ 1 @ q @I $J onto the subalgebra Q 0 d @I gZ (resp. a, @ d @ Q ). 
Finally we define the automorphism a: = Cr2 0Cr, and the conditional 
expectation P: (ai 0 JC? 0 B2, $ i @ cp 0 $*) + (a, cp) whose corresponding 
injection i is given by i(x) = Q Ox @ 1 for x E d. Note that io P = P, o P,. 
By Lemma 4.1.6 (iii) ti2 commutes with P, and using Lemma 4.1.6 (i) we 
obtain for x E d, 
Pocroi(x)=PoP,oP,oCr,ocl,(Q @x@Q) 
= P~~Z~t12~~10&!,(Q 0x011) 
= P~P,~Cr,oP,(cr,(Q ox)@%) 
=P~P,G,(Q@T,(x)@Q) 
=PoP,(Q @cIJT~(x)@Q)) 
=P(Q@T,~T,(x)@Q) 
= T,o T,(x). 
Hence W’,@~@932, 11/,8~6~,, cc; P) is a tensor dilation of first order 
of (JJ> cp, 7-2 0 T,). 
This proposition may be viewed as a generalization of Proposition 2.2.8 
for the case of a tensor dilation. 
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4.3.2. PROPOSITION. If the dynamical systems (&‘, cp, T, ) and (&‘, cp, T,) 
have tensor dilations of first order, then the dynamical system 
(~4, cp, AT, + (1 - A) T,) (0 < 3. < 1) has a tensor dilation offirst order. 
ProoJ: Assume that the tensor dilation of first order of (z&‘, cp, T,), 
I = 1, 2, is given by (d OB,,, cp 0 II/,, a,; P,), where the injection 
corresponding to P, is given by xt+x @ II (x E &‘). Consider the W*- 
algebra JZ: = d 0 (&?r O?&) and define a faithful normal state 
cp:= cpQ(~ti,O(l -A)$,) on .J. Writing SZ in the equivalent form 
JZF= &Q 9& 0 YQI 0 Bz, we can define the automorphism 6: = CI, 0 CI, and 
the conditional expectation P: ~5 -+d: x@yI-+AP,(x)+(l -n) Pz(y) 
(x E d @ 9,) y E d @ gX), where the corresponding injection 1- is given by 
i(x)=xQQ @xQQ for XEJZZ. 
With these definitions we obtain for x E d, 
P~cc~i(x)=P~GI(xQQ 0x01) 
=P(cq(xQQ)$x,(xQQ)) 
=I”~P,(cr,(xoI))o(l -i).P,(a,(xOQ)) 
=A.T,(x)+(l-A).T,(x). 
Hence (s& Cp, Cr; P) is a dilation of first order of the dynamical system 
(&‘,q,LT,+(l-i)T2). Given XE.&‘,JJ,E~~‘,,~,E~~, we can write P 
equivalently as 
hence P is a conditional expectation of tensor type. 
As a simple consequence of the above proposition we obtain new exam- 
ples of Markov dilations. 
4.3.3. COROLLARY. If T is a finite convex combination of automorphisms 
of (,al, cp) then (..&, cp, T) has a Markov dilation. 
A further generalization of this corollary leads to dilations for large 
classes of morphisms. 
4.3.4. Let (~2, cp) be a W*-algebra & with faithful normal state rp. Let S 
denote a locally compact Hausdorff space and p a (regular Borel) 
probability measure on S. Assume that CI is a map of S into the 
automorphisms of (C-QZ, cp) which is continuous for the pointwise weak* 
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topology. Then it is known that there exists a morphism T, of (&‘,cp) such 
that 
$(T,(x)) = j $(ds)(x)) 44s) 
s 
for every normal state $ E &* and x E d (cf. [23, 7.4.31). 
Operators of this form play an important role in the spectral theory for 
groups of automorphisms on operator algebras. In [28, Theorem 7.11 Stor- 
mer gives a criterion for a morphism on the algebra g(X) to be of the 
form T, for some probability measure p on a suitably chosen locally com- 
pact Hausdorff space. Thus the following proposition establishes the 
existence of Markov dilations for an important class of operators. 
4.3.5. PROPOSITION. The morphism T, of (&‘, cp) has a Markov dilation. 
For the proof of the above proposition we need the following well- 
known result. 
4.3.6. LEMMA. On the automorphisms of (x2, cp) the pointwise weak* 
topology coincides with the topology of pointwise norm convergence on &I. 
Proof On the automorphisms of (G?, cp) the pointwise weak* topology 
coincides with the pointwise Yq-topology and the map TH T-’ is con- 
tinuous for these topologies. Using the identity cp(y T(x)) = cp( T- ‘( y) . x), 
x, YE d, the assertion follows from the observation that the map 
x~(y~cp(y.x)) is a continuous embedding of (&,Yq) into (5$*, 11 11) 
with dense image. 
Proof of Proposition 4.35. In view of Theorem 4.2.1 it suffices to con- 
struct a tensor dilation of first order. Define the W*-algebra 
&, := d 0 L”(S, 11). We identify the probability measure p with the 
faithful normal state on L”(S, p) given by p(f)=Jsfdp for fgL”(S,p) 
and we denote by cp, the faithful normal state q 0~ on 
&i = d 0 L”(S, p). P, is defined as the conditional expectation (of tensor 
type) of (&‘, , cp i ) onto (zz’, cp) with corresponding injection i: x H x 0 % for 
x E & (cf. Remark 4.1.5 (iii)). 
A weak*-continuous norm-bounded d-valued function on S, SHX(S), 
defines an element x in d@L”(S, p) (cf. [30, IV.7.16]), on which P, is 
given by P,(x) = ss x(s) dp(s). By [30, IV.7.17, IV.7.41 we may identify the 
predual of di with L> (S, p), the space of &*-valued p-measurable 
functions $ on S with finire norm II@ II = fs Ilrl/(s)ll dp(s). Here the function 
$ is called p-measurable if for any compact set K E S and E > 0 there is a 
compact subset K, of K such that p(K\K,) < E and SH $(s) is norm con- 
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tinuous on K,. Hence, if st-+~,G(.s) is p-measurable and continuous on K, 
then the function ~HC((S)*$(S) is continuous on K, by the above Lemma 
4.3.6. 
It follows that the map (cI~)* defined by ((a,),#)(~):= cr(s),ll/(s) for 
$ E L’,*(S, p) carries p-measurable functions into p-measurable functions 
thus defining an isometry on LL (S, p)= (&‘@LL”(S, p))* whose adjoint 
operator on &i is denoted by *N, . It is easy to verify that a, is an 
automorphism of (a, cp), and for a weak*-continuous d-valued function 
x=x(s), considered as an element in &, = d 0 L”(S, ,u), al(x) may be 
identified with the weak*-continuous function ~HCI(S)(X(S)) in &i. 
In particular, for x E d, we obtain 
P,, 0 a, 0 i(x) = j a(s)(x). d/d(s) = T,(x), 
s 
hence (s$,, q,, ccl; P@) is a tensor dilation of first order of (&‘, cp, T,). 
We note that T, commutes with T,’ if S is a locally compact abelian 
group and c( is a representation of S; therefore, in this case T,, is 
asymptotically automorphic and Theorem 3.2.7 applies. 
4.3.7. Remark. Interpreting Proposition 4.3.5 as a generalization of 
Corollary 4.3.3, an analogous generalization of Proposition 4.3.2 can be 
obtained if one uses the theory of direct integrals of von Neumann 
algebras. Since we do not need this result in the following we omit the 
details. 
We will see in Theorem 4.3.10 that the following corollary is another 
important application of Proposition 4.3.5. 
4.3.8. COROLLARY. Let G be a compact group with normalized Haar 
measure p, acting as a group of automorphisms {a(g): gc G} of (~2, cp). 
Then, the projection Q onto the fixed point algebra possesses a tensor 
dilation. 
Proof The projection Q is a conditional expectation of (&‘, cp) onto the 
fixed point algebra, and Q is given by Q(x) = So a(g)(x) dp(g). 
4.3.9. Remark. The importance of the above corollary lies in the fact 
that there are many conditional expectations of the above form, which are 
far from being conditional expectations of tensor type. 
To see this, note that if Q is a conditional expectation of tensor type 
onto a subalgebra .% @ 1 of (&, cp) such that d = 9#@%, then 
Q(d) = 9?@ II has a large relative commutant in A? which contains 1 @%. 
In contrast to this there are many cases in which a compact group acts 
as automorphisms of (&‘, cp), such that its fixed point algebra has a trivial 
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relative commutant in d (cf. [23, 8.10.111) As examples we mention the 
product symmetry on the hyperlinite factor of type II, and the modular 
automorphism groups with period 2n/log 1 on factors of type III,, 
0<;1<1. 
The above examples show that the following theorem generalizes 
Theorem 4.2.1 considerably. 
4.3.10. THEOREM. Let (ss?, cp, T) be a dynamical system which has a 
dilation of first order (39, I,$, tlI ; Q) and denote by i the corresponding injec- 
tion of d into 93. Zf the conditional expectation io Q of (3, $) onto the sub- 
algebra i(d) has a tensor dilation, then (d, cp, T) has a Markov dilation. 
Proof: By assumption, T= Q oclr 0 i and hence T” = (Q ocll 0 i)” = 
Q~i~(Q~~l~i)~=Q~(i~Q~~,)~~i for all nEN. Furthermore we have 
assumed that io Q has a tensor dilation; since c(r trivially has a tensor 
dilation, we obtain by Proposition 4.3.1 a Markov dilation (4, $, ?; P) for 
the dynamical system (S?!, $, ioQocr,). Denote by j the injection 
corresponding to P. 
Now T”=Qo(ioQo~,)~oi= Q 0 Pa ?” 0 jo i which shows that (4, $, ?; 
Q 0 P) is a dilation of (s&‘, q, T). The following diagram may clarify these 
considerations. 
(dr$, cp) T” (d, cp) 
4 I 
Q 
6% $) - (B3 $1 
I 
(i-Qc,?,)” 
I 
I 
P 
(4, $I- 
P” 
(@‘, $1 
The Markov property of this dilation follows from the facts that 
(&, 6, f; P), as a dilation of (LS?, $, (io Q OCI~)), has the Markov property 
and that jo i(d) sj(&?). 
4.3.11. Remark. The above result is indeed a generalization of Theorem 
4.2.1: Assume that (C#, Ic/, a,; Q) is a tensor dilation of first order, i.e., 
there exists (9, x) such that SJ is canonically isomorphic to i(d) @ %? 
and Q(i(x)@y)=X(y).x so that ioQ(i(x)@y)=X(y).i(x)@II for 
XE d, y E%‘. Now put (9, w):= (S?@O, $ Ox), define an automorphism 
P on 9=i(&‘)@%O%’ by /?(i(x)@y@z):= i(x)@z@y for 
x~&,y,z~V, and put R(w@z):= x(z).w for WE&?‘, ZE%. Then 
(9, o, fi; R) is a tensor dilation of first order of (CS, $, io Q). Hence the 
assumptions of Theorem 4.3.10 are fulfilled and, moreover, the procedure 
described in its proof leads to the same dilation as constructed before in 
4.2.2. 
5X0,63:2-3 
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5. DILATIONS ON THE 2 x 2 MATRICES 
In this chapter we employ some of the above ideas to study dilations of 
certain morphisms on the simplest noncommutative IV*-algebra, the 
algebra M, of all 2 x 2 matrices. This offers some insight into the structure 
of these dilations and leads to counterexamples for some possible conjec- 
tures. 
On M, Markov dilations have been constructed for some types of 
quasifree operators [ 10, 11. No other Markov dilations seem to be known 
so far. While throughout this chapter we deal only with the simplest exam- 
ple, the method developed here can be applied to more general situations; 
this will be done in a forthcoming paper. A dilation for the continuous 
analogue of the morphisms treated here is considered in [ 161. 
5.1. Generalities and Notation 
Throughout this chapter ral denotes the algebra M, of all 2 x 2 matrices. 
The trace on .r4 will be denoted by tr. If cp is a faithful (normal) state on 
~4, then there exists a positive self-adjoint element f in d such that 
q(x) = tr(f . x) for all x E d. Whenever we are concerned with such an 
object (-QI, cp) we will write the elements of d with respect o a basis of C2 
in which f is diagonal, i.e., f is given by (8 ,1;) for some 1~ R with 
0 < 1. < 1. We then define the elements 
e,:= (L i), e2:= (: (f), a:= ((f i), a*:= (i (!J 
which form a linear basis for .r$ which will be used throughout the 
following. Thus we write an element 
x=x,lel+x,2a*+x2,a+x22e2 as x= X11 Xl2 ( > x21 x22 
and q(x) can be written as q(x) = 1,x,, + (1 -A) xz2. On (&, cp) we con- 
sider the morphism T given by 
for real numbers w and p with 0 6 p d 1. 
We remark that T commutes with the modular automorphism group of 
(d, cp). Furthermore, T leaves the trace invariant, so that by Theorem 2.3.3 
every minimal Markov dilation of (~4, cp, T) leads to a finite W*-algebra. 
5.2. Let I- denote the unit circle in the complex plane. For any 
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$ E Z we define the unitary U+: = (A $) in d. Then Ad U, is an 
automorphism of (J&‘, q). Since 
for x = (;;; ;;;) E d, it follows by Proposition 2.2.8 that the theory of 
Markov dilations for the operator 
is completely equivalent to the theory for the operator 
Thus for the rest of this chapter we assume that w = 0. 
5.3. If v is any probability measure on Z then this measure, inter- 
preted as a probability measure on the unit disc, has the constant p E C as 
its barycenter if and only if frZ(z). dv = p, where Z denotes the identity 
function on Z given by Z(z) = z. Let J(p) denote the set of all probability 
measures on Z with barycenter p. 
We now define a map of Z into the automorphisms of (&, cp) by 
$ H Ad U,. This map clearly fulfills all requirements of 4.3.4, thus every 
probability measure v on Z leads to a morphism T,: = Jr Ad U, dv(t+b) of 
(at’, q) by 4.3.4. 
Note that T, = T if and only if v E J%‘(P) because for x = (;;; ;;;) in d we 
obtain 
T(x) =jr u; ‘x’ u, dv($) = jr( ;;:, “*::1> dv($) 
x11 
= 
Jr WV($). x12 
Jr Wv(ll/ 1. x21 x22 
which proves the assertion. 
5.4. It follows from Proposition 4.3.5 and its proof that to each 
measure pi& there corresponds a Markov dilation (&, e8, pfl; P,) 
which is obtained via Theorem 4.2.1 and Construction 4.2.2 from a dilation 
of first order (~$,q,,a,;P,), where s$:= &@Lco(Z,p), (pa=(p@p, 
qkf)(ll/) = Ad u&%+W~ and PJf) = jrfW. 4.W for any d-valued P- 
measurable bounded function f on r; the injection corresponding to P, is 
given by i, : x H x @ II E d @ L”(T, p) ‘(cf. the proof of Proposition 4.3.5). 
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In the following it will sometimes be convenient to write the elements of 
JG$ = d @ L”(Z’, p) as 2 x 2 matrices with entries in L”(T, ,u). If we denote 
by 7 the equivalence class of the identity function Z in L”(Z, ,u), i.e., Z(z) = z 
for z E f then (i t) is a unitary in J$ and one easily verifies that 
a,(~)=(: p)*.x.(t s) for XE&~. 
5.5. PROPOSITION. (z&, c$~, fV ; P,) is a minimal Markov dilation of 
(-Qz, cp, T). 
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.2.4 we only have to show that the 
dilation of first order (dp, (Pi, ati; PJ is minimal. Clearly, the element 
i,(a). qdi,(a*)) + Qi,(a*))~ i,(a) 
=(i :).(i i)+(i i)$ :> 
70 
= 07 ( ) 
=llQ? 
is in the IV*-algebra generated by i,(d) and cc,(i,(&)). Since 1 @ L”(Z, ZA) 
is the W*-algebra generated by II 0 7, J$, = d Q L”(Z, p) is contained in 
the W*-algebra generated by i,,(d) = &@a and a,(i,(d)). The reverse 
inclusion is obvious. 
For a physical interpretation of these dilations we refer to [20]. 
5.6. DEFINITION. (i) Two reversible dynamical systems (&‘i, cpi, T,) and 
(J&‘~, q2, T2) are called conjugate if there exists an isomorphism 
CI: (&i, cpi)+(~$~,cp,) such that T,=a-‘~T,ocr. We call CI the intertwining 
isomorphism. 
(ii) Let (B’,11/, S) be a dynamical system. Two dilations (of first 
order) (&;,@,, p,; Pi) and (&i,&, pl; f2) of (g,, I//,S)_are called 
equivalent, if the dynamical systems (d;, @>, T, ) and (&*, @*, T,) are con- 
jugate via an intertwining isomorphism /I: (&:, I$~) -+ (&, &) such that 
P, = P, 0 fl (and hence i, = /30 iI). 
The following proposition establishes the existence of uncountably many 
mutually non-equivalent Markov dilations of the dynamical system 
(J&‘, cp, T). This contrasts sharply with the theory of Markov dilations in 
the case where the algebras are commutative. In this case there is, up to 
equivalence, only one minimal Markov dilation for each dynamical system. 
5.7. PROPOSITION. Zf pI, pz~&(p), then the dilations (s$, epI, f’,,,; 
p,,) and (dp,, ep2, pp2; p,,) are equivalent is and only if ,u, = pLz. 
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Proof Suppose that the dilations (dp,, efi,, Fp,; P,,) and 
(JZ&, #112, FpZ; P,,) are equivalent via an intertwining isomorphism p. Then 
~((,Jz$,)~,,)= (J&)~,~ (for this notation cf. Notation 2.1.2 (ii) with 
I= (0, 1)) and fl induces an isomorphism /II from (d@LLm(r,pl), 
(POP,) onto (~0~“V’,~d, (~04 with B,~~,,(x)=~,,(x) and 
BlOU p’Lo i,,(x) = up,0 Bl o i,(x) = up20 f,, (x) for all x E JZ?. If we denote by ?; 
(resp. 12) the equivalence class of the identity function in L”(T, pi) (resp. 
L”(T, pLz)) it follows that 
Bl(Q 05) = M&,(4 * ujl, o &,(a*) + up, o &,(a*). i,,(a)) 
= i,,(u). up20 iJu*) + u,, 0 ill&u*). ip,(u) 
=Q@& (cf. the proof of Proposition (5.5)). 
From cpOpl(Q @f)=c~@p~@~(Q of)) (feL”(C Pi)), we see that 
p,(p) = pL2( p) for each polynomial p on r which implies p1 = pL2. 
Among the above dilations there even occur nonconjugate dynamical 
systems. 
5.8. PROPOSITION. There are uncountably many mutually nonconjugate 
dynamical systems of the form (&;, c$~, FF) (p E A’(p), p # 1). 
ProoJ: Obviously, the dynamical system obtained by the restriction of 
pp to the center of L$ is conjugate to the Bernoulli shift (i.e., right shift) on 
(@z Lao(r, p), @z ,LL). Now it is easy to check that the measures in 
A(p) give rise to a continuum of Bernoulli shifts with different 
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy, which are thus nonconjugate. 
In [25] it is shown that the entropy in the sense of Connes and Stormer 
(cf. [2]) of (&T, $p, FJ (p E M(p)) equals the entropy of the restriction of 
?I, to the center of &L. Thus there are minimal Markov dilations of 
(&‘, cp, T) with different Connes-Stormer entropy. 
5.9. There is an obvious way to generalize the construction of dilations 
of first order described above. If p is a measure in A(p) and 4 is a measure 
preserving transformation on (r, p) then, considering the elements of 
J$ = d 0 L”(T, cl) as d-valued functions on (r, II), 4 induces a reversible 
dynamical system (dp, (Pi, 7,). Since r. leaves i,(d) pointwise invariant it 
follows that (L$,, (Pi, c(~oz~; P#) is also a dilation of first order for the 
dynamical system (d, cp, T). 
The following theorem establishes the converse of (5.9). 
5.10. THEOREM. (i) Every d’l t I a ion (of first order) (2, 4, F; P) of 
(&, rp, T) contains canonically a minimal dilation of first order in the sense 
that there exists a unitary v in J& such that ?Q i(x) = v* . i(x). v for x E d. 
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(ii) Let (JX?, 4, p; P) be a minimal dilation of first order of (&, cp, T). 
Then there exists a measure ,u E M(p) and a measure preserving transfor- 
mation 4 on (04 such that (d, 4, F; P) is equivalent to 
(dP? VP, apoT@; PJ. 
To prove the theorem we use the following lemma. 
5.11. LEMMA. Let (s?, @, ?; P) be a dilation (of first order) for the 
dynamical system (~4, rp, T). Then d = d 0 69 for some W*-algebra %? and 
the subspaces e, 0 9?, e, 0 $7, a Q 59, and a* Q +F? are p-invariant. 
Proof: Since every conditional expectation onto r;4 is of tensor type 
(Remark 4.1.5 (ii)) there exists a W*-algebra % with a faithful normal state 
$ such that ~=Jz?@V and P(x@y)=$(y).x, hence i(x)=xOQ for 
XE&,JJE%?. From T(e,)=e_,, T(e,) = e, it follows by Proposition 3.1.3 
that p(e,@11)=e,@11 and T(e,@1)=e,@l. 
Now, if v is some unitary in %?, a straightforward computation shows 
that F(e,@v)=e,@a,, for some unitary a,, E+?. Similarly, 
?(e,@v)=e,@a,,, ~(a*@u)=a*@a,,, and ?(a@v)=aOa,, for some 
unitaries az2, allI a*, in 59. Since every element in V is a linear combination 
of four unitaries, the assertion follows. 
Proof of Theorem 5.10. As in the above lemma we put 
(JZ?, 4) = (d @ %?, cp @ $), and we write the elements of d as 2 x 2 matrices 
with entries in %‘:. 
(i) By the above lemma there exists a unitary u in % such that 
f(i(a*)) = ?(a* 01) = ?(t A) = (i t;). It follows that 
Furthermore, v:= e, @ 21 + i(a). p(i(a*)) = (A t) is an element of 
i(a) v ?+a i(d). 
Finally, for x = (;A; ;;;) E d, 
v* i(x). v = 
II 0 
( >( 
x,,.Q 
0 u* 
x,,yQ o)q::;* %:;) 
x2,.1 x,,.Q 0 u 
= $0 i(x). 
(ii) Continuing the reasoning of part (i) we now assume that 
(d, 4, ?; P) is a minimal dilation of first order and we see that %? is the 
W*-algebra generated by u since i(d) v (Q @u)“E i(d) v p(i(&)) = 
d 0 ‘$? E i(d) v (1 @ u)“. By the spectral theorem, tj may be interpreted as 
a state on %?(a(~)), the continuous functions on the spectrum of u, thus 
inducing a probability measure p on a(u) G ZY The spectral theorem iden- 
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tifies u with the identity function Z on Z, therefore the dilation property of 
f implies p = $(u) = $(I) = jrZ(z) dp hence p E A(p). Furthermore, we 
may identify $9 with L”(T, p), d with a@L”(Z’, p) = J$, cp with 
(p@p==,,, and P with P,. 
Finally, every automorphism of (J$, q 0~) is uniquely written as 
Ad w o t4 for some measure preserving transformation 4 on (Z’, p) and 
an inner automorphism Ad w for some w E dP. Since Ad 
wor,(x@II) = Ad ~(x@ll) for XE d, and since Ad w is uniquely deter- 
mined by its action on & @ II, it follows that Ad w = Ad v = ~1~. 
The subalgebra 9: = { (; i), , a b E C} of z&’ generated by the element 
(y A) is maximal commutative in d and globally invariant under T. Hence 
(9, cp19, TI 9) is a dynamical system on a commutative W*-algebra. 
According to [ 131 there is a Markov dilation for this dynamical system on 
a commutative W*-algebra. 
Since cp[ D = $1 9 for every T-invariant state $ we may assume that 
q=#tr. Let (2, 4, p; P) be any Markov dilation of (&, 4. tr, T) and 
denote by g the W*-algebra generated by UkE z p 0 i(9). 
5.12. PROPOSITION. (g’, 4 I a, $1 a ; PI a) is a minimal Markov dilation of 
the commutative dynamical system (9, $tr 19, T19) which is not conjugate to 
the commutative Markov dilation obtained in [13] whenever the measure p 
on r appearing in the corresponding dilation of first order by (5.10) is not 
concentrated on { - 1, I} E f. 
ProojI It is obvious that (4, PIa, $1~; PIa) is a minimal Markov 
dilation. 
In order to prove the second assertion we show that 9 cannot be com- 
mutative. By Theorem 5.10 d= ~48% and there is a unitary u in V such 
that for x = (; t) E 9: To i(x) = (;: i* i: r), thus for x = ($ 8) we obtain 
and 
i(x).Poi(x)=(hig’* ,:.). 
Hence for 9 to be commutative it is necessary that u = U* hence 
C(U) E { - 1, l} and p is concentrated on { - 1, l} (cf. the proof of 
Theorem 5.10). 
This proposition is of some interest since in [13] it is shown that a 
dynamical system (W, $, S) with commutative 99 possesses (up to 
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equivalence) only one minimal Markov dilation (4, 6, 3; P) with com- 
mutative 4. The above result shows that in general uniqueness fails even if 
one starts with a dynamical system on a commutative W*-algebra. 
Note added in proof: For progress of the last two years in dilation theory we refer to 
“Quantum Probability and Applications to the Quantum Theory of Irreversible Processes,” 
Proceedings, Villa Mondragone, 1982, Lecture Notes in Mathematics Vol. 1055, Springer- 
Verlag, Heidelberg 1984, and to the proceedings of the conference on Quantum Probability, 
Heidelberg 1984, to appear in Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Springer-Verlag. 
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